SUSTAINING THE NAVY’S OPERATING FORCES

Providing supplies and supply support to the Fleet to ensure a high state of Fleet readiness demands timely, accurate, and relevant information. RSupply is one of the Naval Tactical Command Support System (NTCSS) software applications built to provide this information. RSupply supports logistics for the Operating Forces of the Navy, Marine Corps, and many supporting shore installations.

KEY FEATURES

RSupply provides the U.S. Navy with on-line inventory, logistics, and financial management tools. Some key features:

- Provides on-line, real-time interactive capability for automated supply and financial management functions for submarine, surface, and aviation sites.
- Assists shipboard personnel in the posting of stock records, obligation and expenditure of funds, inventory management and OPTAR accounting, and other supply functions.
- Provides the interfaces required to communicate RSupply information throughout the ship and to other activities, afloat and ashore.

PRIMARY COMPONENTS

RSupply provides Navy personnel with quick, convenient access to the functions they perform most often: ordering, receiving, and issuing necessary supplies and services; maintaining financial records; and reconciling supply, inventory, and financial records with the shore infrastructure.

Essential components of Relational Supply include:

Site

Control information used throughout RSupply related to organization serial numbers, user access, validation tables, fund codes, interfaces, and default values.

Inventory

Establishes and updates material files; processes inventories, reorders, and offloads; manages demand processing, excess cancellation requests, SEAMART and PEB item reviews, and support package maintenance; conducts Logistics Replenishment (LOGREP) operations; produces inventory reconciliation and management reports.

Logistics

Orders stock and DTO material; receives and issues stock; tracks DLR carcasses; manages suspense processing; conducts referral processing; provides various logistics reports related to requisition file monitoring.

Financial

Records OPTAR allocations, grants, and withdrawals, processes financial adjustments, updates appropriation data, and produces Operating Target (OPTAR) and Navy Working Capital Fund (NWCF) financial reports.

Other RSupply features include:

- On-line field level and window level help.
- Standard and ad hoc printed reports without exiting current function.
- Cumulative logistics, inventory, and financial transaction ledger queries.

For more information, contact the NTCSS Program Directorate, SPAWARSYSCEN Norfolk, (757) 443-0375